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BRIEF

In order to investigate the feasibility of developing a
. .. cOst/effectiveness formula for man/machine function allocation,

a preliminary cost/effectiveness formula was constructed and
evaluated. Measures of cost and effectiveness, sources of
data, and availability of data were investigated.

Using the preliminary formula and methodology as a basis
for the analysis, it was concluded that adequate measures of
cost are available but that adequate measures of variable
effectiveness have not yet been developed. Due to the complex-
ity of the cost/effectiveness formula and methodology and to
the lack of accessibility of input data, a large amount of
time and money will be required to perform function allocation
analyses. It was determined that the derivation of a cost/
effectiveness formula for man/machine function allocation is
feasible. At this time cost/effectiveness analysis seems
applicable to most cases of function allocation and appears to
offer a reliable method for the allocation of functions between
men and machines.

On the basis of thib research it was recommended that the
structure and contents of a personnel cost data bank be delin-
eated and that such a bank be established as soon as possible.
Research should be conducted for the purpose of developing ade-
quate variable effectiveness measures. An empirical test of
the cost/effectiveness method of function allocation should be
conducted in order to refine the formula and methodology and to
demonstrate feasibility. Research should be conducted into other
personnel research applications of cost/effectiveness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Cost/Effectiveness

Cost/effertiveness analysis, a technique for the evaluation
of alternative proposals, has become a useful tool for military
planning and procurement. The cost/effecti-teness approach is

relevant to a large class of system analysis problems in which
costs incurred ana uenefits derived cannot be measured in the
same units.

Cost/effectiveness analyses have proved useful because:
(a) they suggest an examination of alternative ways of attain-

ing a given objective or goal; (b) they limit attention to

appropriate objectives and relevant variables; (c) they require

identification and quantification of these factors; and (d)
they define the way in which the cost and effectiveness elements

are assumed to interact. Properly used, they bring into focus

not only costs, but the effects of cost changes, on mission
effectiveness.

Cost/effectiveness analysis cannot replace Judgement.

Judgement is necessary in developing the quantitative values
assigned to each element in the analysis, in determining which

elements shall enter the analysis, and in how they shall enter.

Cost/effectiveness analysis supplements judgement by inductive
and numerical reasoning and insures that fully documented al-

ternatives are compared to one another in a logical and consis-

tent manner.

The identification, quantification, "- .d systemization of

cost/effectiveness analysis can add to tne likelihood that the

judgement decision is a good one. While the apparent precision
of cost/effectiveness analysis sometimes leads to the danger
of unwarranted confidence in the results (unwarranted because
of pnaccurate or incomplete inputs or because of erroneous
analyses), it must be pointed out that this same danger, plus

others, exist in all approaches.

The use of cost/effectiveness methodology involves two

roles: that of the analyst, and that of the decision maker.

In uctual practice, these roles may be fulfilled by one person

or by a team of individuals. The function of the analyst is

to provide the decision maker with feasible alternatives and

the information concerning the cost and effectiveness of each.
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An effective analysis is a combination of theory, proce-
dures, and data. Essential to effective analysis is an
understanding of the physical characteristics of the system,
the equipment within the system, the support equipment, the
maintenance plan, the interactions between men and machines
within the system, and the effects of enemy action and tech-
nology. Cost elements must be identified and definitions
standardized. Effectiveness elements must be identified from
operational considerations and quantified. The method of
cost/effectiveness analysis must present the decision maker
with data clearly descriptive of the true relatioAships between
cost and effectiveness within each proposal and b tween alter-
native proposals.

Frequently the decision maker is presented wilh a cost /
effectiveness ratio. This approach may lead to a distortion
of the true situation since ratio criteria tend to ignore the
absolute magnitude of the numerator and denominator. For
instance, the cost/effectiveness ratio is the same if the cost
is $5,000 and the effectiveness .3 or if the cost is $15,000
and the effectiveness .9. The cost/effectiveness ratio will
not necessarily result in selecting the "correct" alternative
unless the level of either cost or effectiveness is held fixed
and the level of cost or effectiveness is the same for each
alternative being compared. If the cost for all alternatives
is identical, it is just as simple to designate the proposal
with the highest effectiveness as best. Conversely, if the
effectiveness values are identical the proposal with the lowest
cost is best. While cost/effectiveness ratios should not be
used as criteria, presenting ratios as part of dat analysis
may assist the decision maker. Several types of ratios may
be useful; the ratio of total cost to total effectiveness
within each system, or incremental cost/effectiveness ratios
within each system. In any case, all absolute values should
be presented along with the ratios.

Often the analyst has either a fixed budget constraint or
a fixed effectiveness requirement. In either case the selec-
tion of a schedule of acceptable alternatives is greatly
simplified. When a fixed cost requirement is imposed, the
analyst selects those alternatives which cost less than the
budgeted amount. With fixed effectiveness the analyst selects
those alternatives which exceed a minimum amount of effective-
ness.

In other cases the analyst must assume a range of levels
of cost and effectiveness which might be acceptableto the
decision maker. By selecting those proposals that fall within
the "Joint set" of acceptable cost and acceptable effectiveness,
the analyst determines which alternatives should be considered.
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There are several ways in which cost/effectiveness analysis
may be applied to personnel research and human engineering.
Personnel planners may eventually use cost/effectiveness
analysis to reach manning decisions, to determine the most
effective use of incentives for personnel retention, and to
select the most effective and the least costly training methods.
The cost/effectiveness method may also be applied to the
allocation of functions in complex man/machine systems and it
is to this last ap;lication that this research is primarily
directed.

B. Purpose

This study was conducted in an attempt to meet the Navy's
need for improved methods of assigning functions to men,
machines, or . combirations in new _ystems under
development. The specific purpose was to determine the feasi-
bility of developing a cost/effectiveness formula and methodology
for the allocation of functions at an early point in the system
development cycle.

C. Scope of Report

This report presents a series of research conclusions and
recommendations which relate to the feasibility of developing
and employing a cost/effectiveness method for reaching more
rational function allocation decisions.

The preliminary formulae and methodology presented here were
constructed for the evaluation of feasibility and will require
refinement before they may be used in actual application.

The conclusions and reconmendations in this report are
intended to advise system designers of the possibility of
using cost/affectiveness methods for function allocation and
to delineate the need for the further development of this
method as a tool for personnel research and engineering design.

D. Research Approach

This research began with a review of cost, effectiveness,
and function allocation literature. Numerous workers in the
areas of cost/effectiveness, human factors, personnel research,
and equipment design were interviewed to discern the relevant
variables in the application of cost/effectiveness techniques
to man/machine function allocation. A preliminary formula and
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methodology were constructed for the purpose of determining
the feasibility of refining and utilizing such a method. The
feasibility of deriving a cost/effectiveness formula was
evaluated with respect to the following criteria:

1. Will the technique result in reliable function allocation
decisions?

2. Is the technique applicable in most cases?

3. Will the fonrrxla be easily computed? -------

4. Is the necessary dat, readily available?

5. Will the time required to employ this technique be burden-
some to the user?

6. Are adequate measures of both cost and effectiveness avail-,
able at this time or must they be developed?

7. Is the use of a cost/effectiveness method for function
allocation itself justified from a cost/effectiveness stand-
point?

E. Background

1. Function Allocation

Function allocation is the process by which work is
assigned to men or machines or combinations of men and machines.
A function in a system is defined as any human or automated
process, or combination of -the two, that contributes, to the .
satisfaction of a system's performance requirerneats. When
functions are being evaluated by an allocation decision maker,
any level of task or job may be considered.

An early approach to the problem of function allocation
assumed that men and machines were comparable and, in general,
that men are flexible but cannot be depended upon to perform

in a consistent manner, whereas machines can be depended upon
to perform consistently but they have no flexibility whatsoever.

This method was established by P. M. Fitts (37) and utilized
a list of the ways in which man is superior to machine and
vice versa. From the information contained in a list of this
type either a man or a machine is assigned to a given function.

Unfortunately, assigning functions in this way is cumbersome,
does not contribute to present methods of system design and
evaluation, and the lists are quickly outdated by rew techno-
logical developments.

4



Recently researchers have begun to look for complemen.ary
uses of men and machines in 3ystems. The designpr must know
if the available components meet the system's requiremeurs,
how much they cost, weigh, and how long they last. The central
issue in choosing components (including man) to do a job in a
complex system is usually not so much which component will do
a better job, as which component will lo an adequate job for
less money, lezss weight, less power, or with a smaller prob-
ability of failure and with less maintenance required. The
object of the careful allocation of functions is to improve the
overall performance of the system and to minimize cost.

There is an urgent need for improved methods of assigning
functions which will be compatible with modern engineering
decision making. Present methods of equipment design require
that any decision making method be quantified, easily employed,
and consistently reliable. The alIternative proposal which is
selected must be as effective as possible for as low a cost as
possible.

2. The Concept of Using Cost/Effectiveness for Function
Allocation

The answers to some of the problems of function assignment
lie in the d-velopment of new methods through research and
empiri-al testing. The concept of using a cost/effectiveness
method seemed to have the potential of meeting the needs of
equipment desiwners. This method can quantify the function
allocation problem with respect to both cost and effectiveness
and provide a con.A-tent method of decision making. It has
the potential of providing system designers with a method which
will be easily employed and which will result in reliable,
quantifiable decisions. In addition to meeting system designers'
requirements, this method calls attention to personnel constraints
at an early stare of system development which could eliminate
iany of the personnel problems often designed into a system and
could lead to more efficient use of personnel in man/machine
systems.

5 ;EXT PAGE BLANK
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II. PROCEDURE

In order to evaluate the feasibility of developing a cost/
effectiveness formula for function allocation, a preliminary
formula and methodology were constructed. These were used to
identify the important cost/effectiveness variables and their
availability to the user as well as to validate the general
applicability of the technique.

In the general description of cost/effectiveness given
earlier in this report, the disadvantages of cost/effectiveness
ratios were discussed. If a single general ratio formula
were presented for cost/effectiveness evaluations, the user
could draw the mistaken conclusion that the use of a ratio
evaluation is recommended. Due to the disadvantages of the
ratio approach, independent formulae will be presented for
cost and effectiveness. The following formula and methodology
are recommended for use when functions are being costed. In
order to facilitate visualization of the formula as it is
derived, a fold-out diagram has been provided in Appendix A.-
The completely derived cost formula is presented in Appendix B.

A. Cost

The following guidelines are strongly recommended to ensure
a uniform costing procedure. Equipment and personnel costs
should be carefully separated and costed by the procedures
outlined below:

1. Costing should be performed for the predicted lifetime of
the system. The lifetime of the system should be predicted
as accurately as possible before the cost analysis is undertaken.

2. Only those cost elements which contribute significantly to
the total cost of either equipment or personnel should be
incorporated in the costing procedures.

3. Analysts should ensure consistency and comparability of
cost elements when function allocation alternatives are being
costed.

4. Costs invested prior to the inception of a program or those
invested primarily in relation to another project, sunk costs,
should be carefully separated from current costs related
directly to the project.

7



5. Care should be taken to include only those costs which are
pertinent to the particular function allocation cost/effectiveness
trade off.

6. Fixed costs should be differentiated from recurring costs
in order to avoid duplication.

7. Costing procedures should be well documented and reviewed
before final decisions are confirmed.

8. Areas of uncertainty, whezeassumptions and estimates
have been made in the costing procedure, should be delineated.

9. Cost analyses should remain dynamic, reflecting changes in
the system design as these changes occur, throughout the devel-
opment of the system.

10. Since the overall reliability of total cost is derived from
the reliability of input costs, the analyst must evaluate the
sourceFs nd methods of computation of input data for the
guidan, of the decision maker.

The user of the preliminary cost formula presented here
should note that this model is limited to the most function-
related costs. Certain costs, such as those attributable to
G. I. Bill benefits, though important in long range and large
scale planning, have been deliberately excluded since sources
of data may not be available or the cost may not be signifi-
cant at the function level. Certain support and logistic
elements of overall costs are also excluded since they cannot
be isolated at the function level.

The general formula for the cost of a given function is:

CEQ + CPERS = CFUNCTION

Where:

CEQ = Total equipment cost

CPERS = Total personnel cost

CFUNCTION = Total function cost

1. Equipment Costs

The Cost and Economic Information System (CEIS), now being
developed within the Department of Defense, will upgrade the

8



capability of analyzing actual and estimated costs in the
acquisition of current and future weapons systems. It will
encompass all Navy Department effort that relates to cost and
economic information. Unfortunately, CEIS includes only the
costs which relate to equipment. Further, costs included are
often gross estimates designed for the costing of military
operations and therefore not sufficiently detailed for utili-
zation at the function level.

In the costing of any function, certain problems arise
which are specific to that function. In these cases special
costing technques may be required or additional variables
may require consideration. For these reasons neither detailed
equipment costing procedures nor equipment cost elements are
presented within this report. It is recommended that the users
of this function allocation methodology acquire the services of
a qualified cost analyst who can compute the equipment costs
involved in fulfilling the function under consideration. In
any case, however, it is essential that all costing be per-
formed in accordance with the general guidelines outlined in
this section (pages 7 and 8).

2. Personnel Costs

Personnel costs are calculated with respect to several
assumptions: All personnel involved in completing the func-
tion are included in the cositing. The ccst is prorated with
respect to the personnel timl devoted to the performance of
the function under consideration. Personnel cost is calculated
from the beginning of service! throuh the point in the man's
career when duty with the function is completed. Personnel
researcb.ers should conduct the personnel cost analysis since
a detailed knowledge of personnel factors is often required.

The question, "How should the total cost of a man's services
be divided among the systems of which he is a component during
his Naval career?" remains a problem in assigning the appropriate
cost of a man to a particular function. This problem has not
been approached in this study, but must be resolved through
further research before personnel costs attributed to any
function are meaningful.
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The total personnel cost may bederived as follows for
any function:

N= E Mi.

i=l

Where:

C pERS= The total personnel cost for the lifetime of
the system.

M = The cost of one man in the function by his rate/
-rating.

M = (IPR)(T %(R)

I IPR = L

D

Where:

IPR Index of personnel replacement

L = Lifetime of the system in years

D = Duty time with the function in years

T% = The percentage of the man's working time required
by the function

R = The cost of a particular rate/rating through the
end of duty time with the function

Duty time with a particular function may be calculated
from sea and shore duty times for the rating involved.
Depending upon the probable physical location of the job
(sea or shore), the appropriate duty time for the rating

-is taken directly from the length of duty tables. The
percentage of working time of a particular rate/rating which
is spent performing, or supporting the performance of a
given function (such as maintenance time) should be deter-
mined by personnel researchers, as should the rates to be
assignued.

" 10



The cost of a particular rate/rating may be calculated
by the following formulae. The costing methods employed in
the formulae have been derived from those used in previous
personnel cost studies (5, 63).

The major elements involved in rate/rating (R) costs are
presented below. "R" is a percapita cost when calculated
by the following method:

R = P + T' + A + T" + G

Where:

R = The cost of using a particular rate/rating

P = Total procurement cost per man

T' = Training cost through the end of duty time with
the function per man

A = Pay and allowances through the end of duty time
with the function per man

T" = Transportation cost through the end of duty time
with the function per man

G = General support cost per man

a. Procurement. Procurement cost represents all
cost elements that are paid by the Navy from the first
contact with a prospective enlistee until the oath of
enlistment is administered to him at the recruiting station.

P~p+r+v

r t
N
e

(Nv)(VAR)
V= N

e

11
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Where:

p = Basic per capita procurement cost

r = Per capita rental cost of buildings used in
procurement

rt = Total cost of rentals used in procurement

N = Number of enlistmentse

v = Per capita vehicle amortization cost due to
procurement

NV = Number of vehicles used in recruiting

VAR = Vehicle amortization rate in dollars per vehicle

b. Training (T'). The accurate calculation of train-
ing costs is basic to total personnel cost accuracy.
Training cost is the major element in personnel cost and
is the source of most of the variation in costs between
ratings. The official training requirements for a new
system are established in a training plans conference
(TPC). The TPC decisions are usually supported by person-
nel and training eecommendations, developed through pre-
dictive personnel research.

Occasionally the same training is offered at several
locations. Weighted averages should be used when determining
the cost of any training program where two or more schools
give the same training, since the schools may differ in
costs and in student output.

The training costs used in these calculations should
be computed from data which excludes student pay and
allowances since these are included in another part of the
formula. The only exceptions to this rule are the aviation
ratings for which student pay and allowances are included in
training costs.

Presently, training costs are reported through two sepa-
rate systems. Aviation training cost reports are controlled
by the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) and include training
cost plus building and equipment depreciation and student
pay and allowances. Training costs for all other ratings
exclude pay and allowances, building depreciation, and equip-
ment depreciation. The latter training costs are reported
by the Bureau of Naval Personnel (BUPERS).

12



Due to the different reporting systems, calculations

are facilitated if pay and allowances are -alculated from

entry into service to end of duty with the function for all

ratings except the aviation ratings. For all aviation
ratings, pay and allowances should be calculated for the
time not spent in aviation training from entry into service

through the end of duty with the function. For example, pay
and allowances should be calculated for the time spend in

recruit training since this is reported by BUPERS and does

not include student pay and allowances.

Equipment depreciation cost is currently included in

OPNAV costs but not in BUPERS costs. In his training Equip-
ment and Building Amortization Study (45), Burton J.

Goodyear shows that equipment depreciation costs are highly
variable between schools, ranging from 0.6% to 68.0% of the

total per capita training cost. Thlerefore, equipment cost

must be considered an importaz.t and significant variable,
and must be included in any meaningful cost estimate. In

order to obtain more complete BUPERS training cost estimates,
equipment depreciation costs should be included with those

costs presently compiled by BUPERS.

In Goodyear's study (45, page 8) building depreciation

costs were also examined. Most building depreciation costs
were too insignificcnt to warrant inclusion in training

costs. Therefore, it would prove highly uneconomical for
BUPERS to attempt to include building depreciation in train-
ing costs. For the purposes of function allocation, building
costs may be accounted as "sunk" costs which cannot be

.charged to an individual rating or system.

It is therefore recommended that aviation training costs

be taken directly from the Naval Air Technical Training
Command's Cost Per Student Report (66). As has been noted,

building depreciation costs are now included in aviation
training costs but not in BUPERS training costs. Building
depreciation costs are statistically not significant, and
therefore their inclusion in or exclusion from the cost of

training should not affect training cost computations
significantly. Furthermore, should building depreciation
cost data be included in BUPERS training costs, no modifi-
cation of the cost model will be required.

An important unlisted difference between ratings is the

cost of on-the-job training (OJT). It is not yet possible
to quantify the costs involved in OJT. However, since more
OJT is required for the more complicated jobs the cost

varies greatly between ratings.

13



Per apita training cost may be calculated from the following
formula:

NT' Z Csi

Where:

T' = T e total cost/student of all training

C S = T e cost/student of a specifiz school attended

CS  =N w~ w C q

C C

CT
SW NSw

CEq = (Esw)(Nw)

CAE, E S W = S
E Sw~

ET
CAE LTEq

Where:

NW  The catalogue length of course in weeks

The weighted average length of course in weeks,

when the sane course is offered in two or more
locations and the length of course differs
between the locations.



C SW =The cost/student week

or

The weighted average cost/student week, when the
same course is offered in two or more locations and
the cost/student week differs between the locations.

C = The total annual cost of a specific school, less
student pay and allowances.

N = Number of student weeks per year reported for thespecific school

C The per capita cost of equipment for a specific
school

ESW= Equipment cost/student week

C = Annual equipment cost

E = Total school equipment cost

LTEq = Estimated lifetime of training equipment

When several schools offer the same course, weighted
averages of the length of training and the cost/student week
become necessary. In order to calculate weighted averages
for training formula inputs, the following formulae may be
used. The inputs to these formulae are defined immediately
above.

N wNswI + Nw2Nsw

NW N=
NSWI + NSW2

CSW NSW + CSWNSW
- 1 .1 2 2

CSW= NSW1 + N

1 2
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Often personnel researchers recommend that a new course be
constructed. In order to estimate the per capita cost of such
a course, the following formula is proposed:

CES =EW CESW + CEEq

Where:

C = Estimated pci capita cost of a recommended course

N W= Recommended number of weeks in the proposed cour3e

CESW = Average cost/student week of similar school
already established, without equipment deprecia-
tion costs.

CEEq = The estimated per capita cost of training equipment

E~q

EET
CEEq -

E = (E)(Nq)

0oT  =(N s)(N M (I PR

LSU

!PRS D

Where:

EET = The estimated total cost of training equipment

0T  = Total student output of a course during the time
the system is in use

E = The estirated cost of one piece of training
equipment

NEq = The number of pieces of training equipment
required during the time the system ts in use



NS  = The number of systems required by the Navy during
the time the system is in use

NM  = The number of men per system who will take the
course

IpRS = Index of student personnel replacement for schools

LSU = Estimated time the system will be in use

D = Duty time with the system

c. Pay and Allowances (A). The amount of pay and allow-
ances received by any enlisted man is based upon pay grade,
dut" location (sea or shore), and type of duty. In order to
ca Alate the pay and allowances for a given rate/rating,
one must know the average time in grade for the rating being
considered and the pay and allowance regulations which are
aID'icable in the particular case. Pay and allowances should
be costed through the end of duty with the function.

N
A = Z (N yrrCA) I I+ PSF + PH + PP + BT

i=l

Where:

A = The total pay and allowance cost of a man through
the point of his replacement in the function

N = The average number of years in a pay grade for the
yr rating being costed

rC = The monthly military compensation including basic
pay, quarters, subsistence, maintenance clothing
allowance, and Federal Insurance Contributions
Act (FICA)

rCA = The annual military compensation including basic
pay, quarters, subsistence, maintenance clothing
allowance, and Federal Insurance Contributions
Act (FICA)

17
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I = Initial clothing allowance

P = Total sea and foreign duty pay
SF

PH = Total hazardous duty pay

Pp = Total proficiency pay

B = Total re-enlistment bonus
T

N
P SF (rSFm)i

i=l

Where:

N = The number of months qualifying while holding a
m particular pay grade

rSF = The rate of sea or foreign duty pay for a particular
pay grade

N
PH= E (rHNm)i

i=l

/

4 Where:

N = The number of months qualifying while holding a
-particular pay grade

rH = The rate of hazardous duty pay for individual pay
grade

N
Pp= (r N )i

i=l

Where:

N = The number of months in which the man qualifies for
m proficiency pay

rpp The rate of proficiency pay for the individual rating
or NEC



/

N
B E 1 (NyB rp)i

B v (Ny %r)(m)

BT B +Bv

Where:

N = Number of years for which a man reenlists at any
Y particular time. Not to include any years beyond

the end of duty with the function.

B = Percentage of pay given as a bonus for the specific
reenlistment.

rp = The monthly amount of pay at time of reenlistment

BV = The Variable Reenlistment Bonus (VRB) (applies tocertain ratings only and may be applied only to the

first reenlistment)

BT = The total amount of reenlistment bonus paid to anysingle man

m = The VRB multiple which applies to a given rating

d. Transportation (T"). The Navy's cost of transporting
a man may be calculated by the following formula.

t + t + t + t + t + t
Tf a .d o r s ouN

aes

Where:

T"f = Total transportation costs through the end of
duty with the function

ta = Accession travel (Recruiting Station to Recruit
Training Center)

td = Travel from training center to first duty station

19



t a Operational move, within the United States

t r Rotational move, outside the United States

t s 8 Separation travel

t =u Travel of organized unitsou

N = Average enlisted stregth (as estimated by
a. .s..P e r s -H l l l )

e. General (G). General support cost includes separation
costs, medical costs, retirement allocation, and other person-
nel costs.

G =S' + Md+R +Opc

Ntt = tu + Nts + Ntg

t (u)(Ntu) +. (s)(Nts) + ('g)(Ntg)

Ntt

.4 *CR (Ap)(PN

% NRt
NRt

! cj - (CR)(R )

C RR

OPC oa oi + od + o1

20



Where:

G a General costs

So a Estimated separation cost per man

u - Rate of lump sum terminal leave (unused leave)

s Rate of severance pay (disability)

g - Rate of authorized donations (discharge gratuities)

N Total number jerminating
tt

N = Number terminating with lump sum terminal leave

N = Number terminating with severance pay
ts

Ntg = Number terminating with discharge gratuities

Md  = Total medical cost

CR  = The cost of the Navy's retirement system

Ap = Actuarial percentage for retirement system cost

PN = Total Navy pa

R% = The percentage of those retiring who are from
a given rating

NRt R = Number retiring from the rating (annually)

NRt = Total number retiring from the Navy

CRR = Cost of retirement for a giv.n rating

NR = Number in the rating

RRA = Per capita rating retirement allocation

0 PC = Other military personnel costs
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0 n Cost of apprehension of military deserters,

absentees, and escaped military prisoners

0 =.a Cost of interest on enlisted personnel deposits

0Od  a Cost of death gratuities

.01 Cost of servicemen's group life insurance

"3. Utilizing the Cost Formula

The formulae presented in Section II were derived for the
purpose of assessing the availability of cost input data and
evaluating the problems associated with a general cost/
effectiveness formula. In order to assess theavailability
of input data for the elements in the formulae, the Person-
nel Cost Element Source Table, Appendix E, was developed.

All of the elements in the personnel cost formula are
listed in Appendix E. For each element the following infor-
mation is given:

SOURCE: The document in which the value of the element is
found, or the operations which are required to attain the
value of the element (estimation or computation).

FORM OF INPUT DATA: The form of the data which is used to
compute or to estimate the value of the element.

USABILITY OF INPUT DATA: The processing required by the input
data before it may be used to compute the value of the element.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS AND DATA: The availability of
reference documents in which the values of cost elements are
listed.

INPUTS UPDATED: The frequency of :evision of cost reference
documents.

ELEMENT AVAILABILITY: The general availability of the element,
the feasibility of computing the value of the element as
determined by the available data and the requirements of the
formula.

COMMENTS: Additional facts about the element.



An analysis of the data in Appendix E r:zeals several
characteristics concerning the availability of cost formula
elements. These are summarized below in Table 1. For example,
Table 1 shows that all elements except three may be computed
with presently available data.

Feasibility of the development and use of a personnel cost
formula is indicated from the information in Appendix E and
Table 1. Preliminary personnel cost formula, a general
costing methodology and cost data are available.

The formula presented is a preliminary model, which will
require further development, testing, and evaluation before
application as a decision making methodology.

From the information condensed in Table 1, it quickly
becomes apparent that the data inputs to this formula are
difficult to acquire and to compute. The use of the formula
is time-consuming and its use by individuals working indepen-
dently of one another would result in a vast duplication of
effort. Parts of the cost data become obsolete quickly and
items are updated at dirfertng rates. Therefore, derived
overall personnel cost figures quickly become "dated". However,
if the data were stored in a personnel cost data bank and
storage and retrieval methods were well structured, these
problems could be alleviated. Desired costs for many types of
personnel problems could then be readily retrieved. A greater
variety of costs would also be available, from one official
source of cost information. Efforts of individual researchers
would not be wasted in repetitious data gathering and computa-
tion, and the cost estimate used in cost/effectiveness evalua-
tions would be correct, valid, timely and easy to obtain.
Finally, the cost/effectiveness evaluations would be less
costly if an automated costing system were instituted.

B. Effectiveness

When the feasibility of deriving a general effectiveness
formula for use in function allocation cost/effectiveness trade
offs was investigated, a lack of adequate effectiveness mea-
sures, effectiveness criteria, and human effectiveness data
was discovered. This dearth of information made a variable
effectiveness model infeasible at this time. A "fixed
effectiveness" model was then considered. The fixed effective-
ness model provided a practical approach to the problem of
effectiveness measurement in personnel cost/effectiveness
trade offs which may be used at the present time. Instead of
determining effectiveness by a set of predetermined interrelated
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TAkBLE 1

A Summary of the-Availability of the Inputs to the
Preiiminary Personnel Cost Formula

Classification of Element Nurber in Each Class

Source:
Reference document 36
Computation 36
Estimation 12
Office source 10
No source 1

Availability of uocw.ents and data:
N/A 46
Personal contact required 2h
Distribution list 13
Personal contact requireu initialy 6
Restricted or classified 2
Personal contact and need to know required 2
Professional Judgement and knowledge 1
Not available at the present time since these

data are not centrally recorded

Form of input data:
Tabled value 36
Other elements 28
Stated value 11
Professional evaluation and/or information 7
Other elements and additional personnel

information 7
Other elements and additional data 3
Personnel data required 1
Additional data 1
N/A 1

Usability of input data:
May be used directly 55
Computation required 26
N/A' 13
Judgements required 1

Inputs upuated:
N/A 50
Annually 33
As necessary 8
Triannually 2
Semiannually 2

Element availability:
May be acquired 45
May be computed 32
May be estimated 12
May not be computed 3
'iay not ue cozputed as required by the formula

ilay ihot Lt- acquired 1

Comments:
Comment made 9
N/A 86



effectiveness measures, the user defines effectiveness in
relation to the particular problem being considered and estab-
lishes effectiveness criteria on the basis of his needs. For
instance, the level of fixed effectiveness may be defined as
"the ability to perform a given function to a minimum degree
of satisfaction". This does not take into account any varia-
tions in effectiveness beyond the minimum requirement of being
able to perform the functions. Alternatives of approximately
equivalent effectiveness or alternatives which supersede a
fixed effectiveness criterion may be traded off on the basis
of cost, using a refined model of the costing methodology
derived in Section II. A. of this report.

This method of criterion establishment gives the effective-
ness methodology more flexibility and permits its application
to other personnel research and human factors problems. Since
the effectiveness measure is freely defined, it may be related
to personnel retention, performance of a task, or the complete-
ness and applicability of training. Thus the researcher can
use a cost/effectiveness methodology in solving problems where
alternative options for system manning, incentives for person-
nel retention, or training methods, are traded off, as well as
applying the methodology to the original problem of function
allocation. However, since the cost model in this report is
adapted to function allocation, it is not directly applicable
to all possible personnel cost/effectiveness trade offs. The
model must be specifically refined and adapted to use with each
type of problem.

In the future, variable effectiveness models should be
utilized as they are developed. These models may soon be
possible for manning, training, and personnel retention trade
offs. However, a variable effectiveness model for function
allocation will be more difficult to derive, since an overall
effectiveness model for man/machine systems must take into
account many more complex variables than those involved in
personnel effectiveness or in equipment effectiveness. Even
under the most favorable conditions where human effectiveness
data or equipment effectiveness data may be available, there is,
at present, no known way to combine the information into a
meaningful effectiveness measure. Investigation of the
feasibility of developing adequate effectiveness measures is
presently underway at the U. S. Naval Personnel Research
Activity in San Diego. The results of this study may eventually
be applied in a cost/effectiveness model for man/machine function
allocation.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that:

. 1. Cost/cffectiveness analysis seems to offer a reliable
method for most cases of allocating functions between men and
machines.

2. The cost/effectiveness technique might be applicable to the
solution of many personnel research problems.

3. Adequate cost measures and cost data are available although
some elements are difficult to acquire.

4. A personnel cost data bank is needed immediately in order
to facilitate the computation of personnel costs.

5. Variable effectiveness measures which might be used in a
cost/effectiveness function allocation trade off are not avail-
able at this time. The cost/effectiveness method of function
allocation may be employed if fixed effectiveness measures are
used, and effectiveness criteria are specified by the user.

6. It is feasible to derive a cost/effectiveness formula for
man/machine function allocation.

On the basis of this research, the following recommendations
S.are made:

1. An empirical test of the cost/effectiveness method of function
allocation should be conducted.

2. Research should be conducted to develop the structure and
content requirements for a personnel cost data bank, which
should be established as soon as possible.

3. Research should be conducted for the purpose of developing
adequate variable effectiveness measures.

4. The cost/effectiveness method of function allocation should
not be generally implemented until its feasibility has been
established by empirical testing of the method and the formulae
and methodology presented here have been refined.

5. The feasibility of utilizing cost/effectiveness as a basis
for manning decisions, evaluating incentives for personnel
retention and for evaluating alternative training programs should
be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

BRANCHING MODEL OF THE COST FORMULA
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF COST FORMULA FOR COST/EFFECTIVENESS
FUNCTION ALLOCATION DECISIONS



APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF COST FORMULA FOR COST/EFFECTIVENESS
FUNCTION ALLOCATION DECISIONS

CFUNCTION CEQ CPERS

N
CPERS • Mi

i=1

M = (IPR) (T%) (R)

I Ls
'PR D

R= P + T' + A + T" + G

P p+r+v

r t
r =

N
e

(Nv)(VA)
v- N

e

N
T' = Si

1=1

CS NW CSW +CEq
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Csw T
N sw

CEq =(E s)(Nw)

CAE
ESW NNsw

CAE LTEq

NW Ns +NSW W %W
Nw- 1 1 2 2
NW N SW, +NSW2

C 'w s + C swN
IC w1 1 +N2 2

-C
ES EW CESW + EEq

EET

SET = (E) (N q)

T ()(NM)(IPRS)
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APPENDIX B (continued)

N
A E (N ( r CA) i + I + PSF + PH + PP. + BT

N

N
PH . r (r. N )i

N
P I (r PP N m)i

N
B I (NB r p)i

i-l

BV v (N yB%r p)(m)

B T  =B + BV

t,+ td+t+t

T"a d o r s ou

aes

G S' + M d + R RA + Opc
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Ntt Ntu + ts +tg

So (u)(Ntu) +_(s)(Nt.) 4 )S)(Ntg)

Ntt

CRa (AP)(PN).

Ntl
R% NR

NRt

C (C)(%

C
R RA 

NR

OnC a +0+0d + 01
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APPENDIX C

INDEX OF SYMBOLS
(DERIVED ORDER)
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APPENDIX C

INDEX OF SYMBOLS
(DERIVED ORDER)

CFUWCTION Total Function Cost

C Total Equipment Cost

CPERS Total Personnel Cost for the lifetime of the system

M The cost of one man in the function by his rate/

rating

I pR Index of personnel replacement

LS Lifetime of the system in years

D Duty time with the function in years

T % The percentage of the man's working time required by
the function

R The cost of a particular rate/rating through the end
of duty time with the function

P Total Procurement Cost

T' Training cost throupi the end of duty time with the
function

A Pay and Allowa'Aces through the end of duty time with
the function

T" Transportatlon cost through the end of duty time
with the fraction

G General sipport cost

p Basic per capita procurement cost

r Per capita rental cost of buildings used in
procurement
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APPENDIX C (continued)

Total cost of rentals used in procurement

Ne  Number of enlistments

v Per capita vehicle amortization cost .due to
procurement

NV Number of vehicles used in recruiting

V .Vehicle amortization rate in dollars per vehicle

CS  The cost/student of a specific school attended

NW  The catalogue length of course in weeks, or the
weighted average length of course in weeks, when

the same course is offered in two or more locations
and the length of course differs between the
locations

C SW The cost/student week or the weighted average cost/
student week, when the same course is offered in
two or more locations and the cost/student week

Adiffers between the locations

CT  The total annual cost of a specific school, less.
student pay and allowances

NSW Number of student weeks per year repcrted for the
specific school

CEq The per capita cost of equipment for a specific
school

ESW Equipment cost/student week

CAE Annual equipment cost

ET Total school equipment cost

LTEq Estimated lifetime of training equipment
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APPENDIX C (continued)

C ES Estimated per capita cost of a recommended course

N EW Recommended number of weeks in the proposed
course

C ESW  Average cost/student week of similar schools already

established, less equipment depreciation costs

CEEq The estimated per capita cost of training equipment

EET *The estimated total cost of'training equipment

0 T  Total student output of a course during the timethe system is in use

E The estimated cost of one piece of training equipment

NEq The number of pieces of training equipment required
during the time the system is in use

N S The number of systems required by the Navy during

the time the system is in use

NM The number of men per system who will take the
course

I pRS  Index of personnel replacement for schools

L SU Estimated time the system will be in use

N The average number of years in a pay grade for theyr rating being costed

Nm  The number of months a man qualifies for a type of
pay

r C  The monthly military compensation including basic
pay, quarters, subsistence, maintenance clothing
allowance, and Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA)
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APPENDIX C (continued)

rCA The annual military compensation including basic
pay, quarters, subsistence, maintenance clothing

allowance, and Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA)

I Initial Clothing Allowance

N The Nth case

i Each individual case

PSF Total sea and foreign duty pay

PH Total hazardous duty pay

Total proficiency pay

rSF The rate of sea or foreign duty pay for a part4.cular
pay grade

rH  The rate of hazardous duty pay for the individual
pay rate

rpp' The rate of proficiency pay for the individual
rating or NEC

The monthly amount of pay at time of reenlistment

B Sum of regular reenlistment bonus (this amount
may not exceed $2,000)

BV  The Variable Reenlistment Bonus (applies to certain
ratings only and may be applied only to the first
reenlistment)
The total amount of reenlistment bonus paid to a
single man

m The Variable Reenlistment Bonus multiple which applies
to a given rating
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APPENDIX C (continued)

N Number of years for which a man reenlists at any
Y particular time. Not to include any years beyond

the end of duty.with the function.

B% The percentage of pay given as a bonus for the
specific reenlistment

t Accession travel (Recruiting Station to Recruit
a Training Center)

t d  Travel from training center to first duty station

t Operational move, within the United States

t Rotational move, outside the United Statesr

t Separation travels

t Travel of organized unitsOU

N Average enlisted strength as estimated by Pers-Hlllaes

S' Estimated separation cost per man

a Rate of severance pay - disability

u Rate of lump sum terminal leave -- unused leave

g Rate of authorized donations discharge gratuities

Ntt Total number terminating

Ntu Number terminating with lump sum terminal leave

Nts Number terminating with severance pay

Ntg Number terminating with discharge gratuities

Md  Total medical cost
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APPENDIX C (continued)

CR  The cost of the Navy's retirement system

Ap Actuarial percentage for retirement system cost

P N Total Navy Pay

.... ... The percentage of those retiring who are from a
given rating

NRtR Number retiring from the rating (annually)

NRt Total number retiring from the Navy

C RR Cost of retirement for a given rating

NR Number in the rating

" RA Per capita rating retirement allocation

0PC Other military personnel costs

o Cost of apprehension ! military deserters,
a absentees, and escape,'military prisoners

0 Cost of interest on ej listed personnel deposits

0od  Cost of death gratuities

01 Cost of servicemen's group life insurance
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APPENDIX D

INDEX OF SYMBOLS
(ALPHA~BETICAL ORDER)
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APPENDIX D

INDEX OF SYMBOLS

(ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

A Pay and allowances through the end of duty time with
the function

Ap Actuarial percentage for retirement system cost

B Sum of regular reenlistment bonus (this amount may
not exceed $2,000)

B T  The total amount of reenlistment bonus paid to any
single man

B V  The Variable Reenlistment Bonus (applies to certain
ratings only and may be applied only to the first

reenlistment)

B % The percentage of pay given as a bonus for the
specific reenlistment

C AE Annual equipment cost

CEEq The estimated per capita cost of training equip-
ment

CEQ Total equipment cost

C EThe per capita cost of equipment for a specificCEq school

CES Estimated per capita cost of recommended course

CESW  Average cost/student week of similar schools alreadyestablished, less equipment depreciation costs

C FUNCTION Total function cost

C pERS Total personnel cost

CR The cost of the Navy's retirement system
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APPENDIX D (continued)

CRR Cost of retirement for a given rating

C The cost/student of a specific school attended

CSW The cost/student week, or the weighted averagecost/student week

CT  The total annual cost of a specific school, less
student pay and allowances

D Duty time with the function or system in years

E The estimated cost of one ,() piece of training
equipment

EET The estimated total cost of training equipment

ESW Equipment cost/student week

ET  Total school equipment cost

G General suplort cost

g Rate of authorized donations discharge gratuities

I Initial clothing allowance

i .Each individual, case

IPR Index of personnel replacement

IpRS  Index of personnel replacement for schools

LS  Lifetime of the'system in years

LU Estimated time the system will be in use

LTEq Estimated lifetime of training equipment

M The cost of one man in the function by his rate/
rating
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APPENDIX D (continued)

Md Total medical cost

m The Variable Reenlistment Bonus multiple which

applies to a given rating

N The Nth case

N Average nlisted strength as estimated by Pers-Hlllaee

N~ The number of pieces of training equipment required
Eq during the time the system is in use

N EW Recommended number of weeks in the proposed course

N Number of enlistments
e

NM  The number of men pev system who will take the
course

N mThe average number of months in the pay grade for
m the rating being costed, or the number of months a

man qualifies for a type of pay

NR Number in the rating

Rt
NRt Total number retiring from the Navy

N Number re*iring from the rating (annually)
NRtR

NS The number of systems required by the Navy during
the time the system is in use

NSW Number of student weeks per year r ported for the
specific school

Ntg Number terminating with discharge gratuities

Nts Number terminating with severance pay

Ntt Total number terminating
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APPENDIX D (continued)

Ntu Number terminating with luimp sum terminal leave

NV  Number of vehicles used in recruiting

NW The catalogue length of course in weeks, or the
weighted average length of course in weeks

N Number of years of reenlistment at this particular
time

N The average number of years in a pay grade for the
rating being costed

O Other military personnel costs

0 Tctal student output of a course during the time
the system is in use

0 a  Cost of apprehension of military deserters, absentees,
and escaped military prisoners

0od  Cost of death gratuities

0. Cost of interest on enlisted personnel deposits

01 Cost of servicemen's group life insurance

P Total procurement cost

PH Total hazardous duty pay

PN Total Navy pay

P Total proficiency pay

PSF Total sea and foreign duty pay

p Basic per capita procurement cost
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APPENDIX D (continued)

P The cost of a particular rate/rating

RRA Per capita rating retirement allocation

R% The percentage of those retiring who are from a
given rating

r Per capita rental cost of buildings used in

procurement

rC  The monthly military compensation rate.

rCA The annual military compensation including basic
pay, quarters, subsistence, maintenance clothing
allowance, and Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA)

rH The rate of hazardous duty pay for the individual
pay grade

rp The monthly rate of pay at the time of reenlistment

rpp The rate of proficiency pay for the individual pay

grade

rSF The rate of sea or foreign duty pay for a particular
pay grade

rt  Total cost of rentals used in procurement

S' Estimated separation cost per man

s Rate of se-erance pay - disability

TV Training cost through the end of duty time with
the function

T" Transportation cost through the end of duty time
with the function

T% The percentage of the man's working time required
by the function
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APPENDIX D (continued)

t Accession travl (Recruiting station to Recruit
-training center)

t Travel from training center to first duty station
d

t Operationalmove, within the UnitedStates

t Travel of organized units

t Rotational move, outside the United Statesr

ts  Separation travel

u Rate of lump sum terminal leave unused leave

VAR Vehicle amortization rate in dollars per vehicle

v Per capita vehicle amortization cost due to procure-
ment
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APPENDIX E

PERSONN~EL COST ELEMENT SOURCE TABLE
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